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Welcome to Talking Turning for May 2018 
 
Last meeting we had a demonstration of segmented 
work by Cliff Walsh where he demonstrated how to 
build up a piece with small segments. These are 
usually done with an even number of pieces on each 
row, but Cliff with his sense of humor, likes to make 
pieces with odd numbers when he enters a piece in a 
show. He can then stand back and watch people try to 
count and recount the pieces before working out the 
odd number. Segmenting is a good way to use up small offcuts to make a much 
larger item. Much patience and precision is required to ensure the pieces fit together 
accurately. Many thanks, Cliff, for sharing your knowledge. 
 
Ian Wildish and a couple of other members from Peninsular Woodturning Guild 
swelled the meeting. We also welcome Meg who signed up as a new member to 
KWTG during the meeting. Please make her feel welcome. 
 
This month our demonstrator will be Cynthia Busk showing work on a copy lathe. 
 
For those of you entering AWTEX please note that entries close 20th May (this 
Sunday). You will still have a few weeks to complete the work before the work needs 
to be submitted. The pressure is on! 
 
Normally AWTEX is held the week prior to our June meeting. This year the exhibition 
is over the 4th weekend so it will coincide with the June meeting. A number of people 
will be going to the exhibition after the meeting. If you would like to share a lift please 
add your name to the list to be handed around at the May meeting. 
 
The downside of having AWTEX on at the same time as our meting is that the items 
coming back from the exhibition will not be available to take to the display at 
Whitehorse Library. We would welcome some pieces to exhibit at the display usually 
held after AWTEX. Please let us know if you have some work available for display 
that is not going to be entered at AWTEX. It will need to be brought to the June 
meeting so it can be taken the following week. 
 
Currently the committee is discussing having a demonstration day at Bunnings with 
the intention of raising the awareness of woodturning and generating new members. 
We will be looking for people prepared to help set up, demonstrate and pack up. 
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There will be more details to follow later. 
 
Don’t forget to bring items for the trading table. Anything that you may have finished 
with but may be useful to others is acceptable and can be “free to good home” or you 
may want to either sell it or donate it with a price marked to raise funds for the 
Salvation Army and Eastern Emergency Relief Network. 
 
I look forward to seeing you at the May meeting. Until then, keep turning. 
 
Richard Jardine. 
 
.  
Talking Turning Technical Tip 
 
Hazards of toxic wood. 
 
It was some time after I had taken up wood turning that I became aware of the 
possible dangers associated with working with wood and the dust that is created. 
While very few timbers are toxic in and of themselves, a great many of them have the 
potential to cause allergic reactions in sensitive individuals. If the individual is 
susceptible to a reaction from a particular timber then the likelihood and severity of 
the reaction will increase each time they are exposed to the dust of that timber. In 
effect, they have become sensitized to that particular timber. 
 
Reactions from exposure to different types of wood dust can be: - 

Nausea, vomiting, asthma, nervous system effects, giddiness, nose bleeds, 
sneezing, rash, headache, migraine, bronchitis, stomach cramps, cardiac 
effects, diarrhea.  
 

The severity of the effects can vary from mild to severe depending on the individual 
and the extent, frequency and duration of exposure. 
 
While not all varieties of timber may have an effect, breathing wood dust in general 
cannot be good for your health. In fact, all inhaled wood dust is hazardous to your 
long term health. With such a list of possible effects it is a wonder that anyone works 
with wood at all. However, like many things in life (such as driving a car, crossing a 
road, climbing a ladder, flying) a risk is involved. Some questions we must ask 
ourselves are how great is the risk? What can be done to limit the risk? And when all 
precautions are in place am I still prepared to take the risk? 
 
There are many different lists available on the website when searching for Toxic 
Timbers. I recommend printing a copy of a list to have as a reference in your 
workshop. Many Australian timbers are known to be sensitizers such as Blackwood, 
Red Cedar, Blackbean and Red Gum to name a few. 
 
Unfortunately I believe I have become sensitized to Blackwood, which saddens me 
greatly as it is one of my favorite woods to work with. I have also noticed that my 
nose gets irritated and the back of my hands get very itchy when I work with Victorian 
Ash. Had I been more diligent using safety equipment when I started woodturning I 
may not have become so sensitized. 
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Does this mean I will give up woodturning? No, but I may chose to no longer turn 
Blackwood, and when I use Victorian Ash I will certainly use a mask and wear gloves. I 
will also make sure I always use a dust mask to prevent becoming sensitized to any 
other timbers. 
 
Use of safety equipment when turning and working with wood is always recommended.  
 

Always use an impact resistant face shield. (Not the lighter splashguards 
designed for handling chemicals) 
 
Always use a dust mask. Becoming sensitized does not happen on the first 
exposure but with repeated exposure and you may not be aware that you could 
be affected until you have become sensitized. 
 
Use of gloves is recommended. Some skin types are sensitive to dust on the 
skin. 
 
Ensure good ventilation and dust control in your workshop. 
 
Install a dust extractor if necessary. 
 

I hope this information is of help and may prevent anyone else from becoming 
sensitized because they were unaware of the risks. 
 
Happy turning. 
Richard Jardine. 
 
Further reading:- 
 
http://www.wood-database.com/wood-articles/wood-allergies-and-toxicity/ 
http://www.ubeaut.com.au/badwood.htm 
http://baysidewoodturners.com/media/QLD_Wood_Dust_Health_Concerns_ITD%20G
uidelines%20Draft%20-%20August%2024,%202012.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DON’T FORGET TO BRING BACK YOUR RAFFLE TICKETS FOR AWTEX. 
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APRIL	SHOW	&	TELL	led	by	ALAN	THOMPSON	

This	 beautifully	 turned	 Blackheart	 Sassafras	 lidded	
container	was	turned	by	Frank,	his	daughter	 the	decorated	
the	 lid	 in	 Mandala	 style.	 Using	 different	 size	 rods	 and	
changing	the	viscosity	of	the	paint	form	the	dots.	

Geoff	turned	these	little	bowls	from	
flowering	cherry	that	he	had	stored	under	
the	house	for	many	years.	It	had	cracked	
and	some	interesting	shapes	were	formed.	
He	finished	the	inside	of	the	bowls	with	
high	gloss	friction	and	the	surround	and	
bottom	with	Danish	oil	to	get	a	contrast.	

Charles	turned	a	Myrtle	
Burl	lid	for	a	lollie	jar,	the	
chequered	bowl	on	the	
left	was	made	from	
blackwood	and	ramin.	He	
started	with	a	300mm	
square	and	cut	the	timber	
on	45degree	angle	and	
then	reglued	using	
titebond	III.	The	clock	was	
made	from	structural	ply.	
The	clock	movement	and	
dial	were	recycled	from	
broken	plastic	surround.	
	All	items	were	finished	
with	Danish	Oil	
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Those	of	you	
that	visited	
Mal’s	workshop	
may	recognize	
this	Mallee	Burl	
bowl	as	the	one	
he	had	in	his	
lathe	for	the	
workshop	visit.	
Finished	with	
Danish	Oil	

Richard	has	been	busy	turning	pens	for	AWTEX	these	are	from	Mallee	Burl,	Huon	Pine	
and	Wenge,	Musk	Burl,	Blackheart	Sassafras	and	Acrylic.	All	pens	finished	with	CA	
glue.	The	top	bowl	is	made	from	Camphor	Laurel	and	finished	with	Shellawax.	The	
bottom	one	is	Mountain	Tea	Tree	and	finished	with	Livos	natural	oil	sealer.	

Tom	turned	these	beautiful	pens	
from	Acrylic	and	Burl.	The	Acrylic	
was	obtained	from	John	McBrinn	
and	the	burl	he	picked	up	from	the	
Jim	Pagonis	workshop	visit.		
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APRIL	DEMONSTRATION	CLIFF	WALSH		

Rick	turned	this	from	hardwood	and	
finished	it	with	Danish	Oil.	

Val	turned	these	lidded	containers	
some	from	Plum	as	well	as	Huon	
Pine	and	an	Ebony	finial.	All	
finished	with	Bees	wax.	

Cliff Walsh was well prepared 
with a segmented bowl base 
ready to turn, a base with one 
row of segments glued on, a 
base with two rows of segments 
and enough segments available 
to make more rows. 
   After turning and flattening 
the base Cliff showed us how 
to mark out the positions for 
eight segments which were 
then glued into place.	
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Cliff	used	a	ruler	to	ensure	that	the	segment	was	in	correct	place	
and	glued	a	piece	of	veneer	to	each	segment	as	he	went.	Rub	the	
glue	joint	until	it	starts	to	take	and	ensure	that	the	veneer	is	right	
down.	
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Instead of waiting for the glue to dry, the prepared base with one row of segments was 
mounted onto the lathe and the method of marking out the positions of the second row was 
shown.  The first row set-out involved dividers using a groove turned into the base, the 
second set-out needed a compass as well as a groove. The third and subsequent rows or 
layers were positioned by reference to the segments already glued into place in rows one and 
two, using the tool-rest as a guide	

The	lines	drawn	on	the	face	
are	to	help	to	identify	if	the	
segments	are	flat.	
	
	
	
On	the	left	Cliff	used	the	tool	
rest	to	line	up	the	first	row	of	
segments	with	the	third	row.	
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Many in the audience were unfamiliar with the “flattening stick” Cliff used to ensure 
flatness of the area where segments were to be glued. Black veneer was placed between 
each segment.  A handout which described the method in detail was available. 
   As the main thrust of the Demo was to show how to position segments without making 
rings, the making of segments was not dealt with in detail. 
   Members who want more clarity regarding the making of segments should ask Cliff for 
advice. 
	

Above	is	an	example	of	the	completed	bowl	Cliff	was	making.	Below	
is	the	jig	Cliff	uses	for	shaping	his	segments	and	the	scraper	he	uses	
for	flattening	each	row	of	segments.	
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MAY	MEETING	
	
May	Meeting	26th.	MAY	
Cynthia	Busk	will	be	demonstrating	the	use	of	a	copy	lathe.	
	
June	Meeting	23rd		June	
Graham	Besley	will	be	demonstrating	various	embellishment	techniques.	
	
As	many	items	will	be	on	display	at	AWTEX	member	are	asked	to	bring	along	any	
items	they	would	like	to	display	at	the	Whitehorse	Library.	Also	members	who	are	
displaying	at	AWTEX	are	welcome	to	give	their	items	to	Graham	after	they	have	picked	
them	up	on	Sunday.	

NOTICES	
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UPCOMING	EVENTS	

Woodies Weekend Watch list 
	

Date	 Event	 Location	 Contact 
Name	

Email	

2nd – 4th 
March	

Bowna 
Turnabout 

(formerly Wagga 
Wagga Turnabout	

Bowna 
NSW	

Harry 
Dennis	

wagga.turnabout@gmail.com  
dennispastoral@bigpond.com 

	

28th – 29th 
April	

Grampians U 
Turn	

	 Jeff Willey	 willey76@tpg.com.au 
	

20th – 22nd 
July	

Forest Edge 
Experience	

Neerim 
East	

Mary 
Reynolds	

lakeviewmary@gmail.com 
	

7th – 9th 
September	

Down Under 
Turnaround	

Phillip 
Island	

Bruce 
Talbot	

bctalbot@bigpond.com 
	

9th – 11th 
November	

Roundtooit	 Jindabyne 
NSW	

Richard 
Nutt 

0404 020 
440	

Kerry Truelove 
02 6457 8214	

AWTEX	
DON’T FORGET TO BRING BACK YOUR RAFFLE TICKETS FOR 
AWTEX	
Awtex	will	take	place	again	this	year	at	Kingston	City	Hall	on	June	22-24.	
Entries	close	20th	May	2018.	
If	you	would	like	to	volunteer	some	time	to	help	at	AWTEX	please	let	Richard	know.	
	
If	you	are	placing	entries	in	AWTEX	this	year	could	you	please	fill	
in	the	details	on	the	form	that	will	be	passed	round	this	meeting.	
	
We	plan	to	photograph	all	the	items	our	Guild	enters	and	a	list	will	
help	make	sure	that	the	photographer	does	not	miss	any.	
	
If	you	are	entering	items	but	will	not	be	at	the	meeting	can	you		
please	let	me	know	so	I	can	pass	on	the	information.	
	
Thanks	and	all	the	best	with	your	entries.	
	
Richard	Jardine.	0402	506	041		richard.jardine15@gmail.com	
	
For	Sale	
Have	something	you	no	longer	use	or	need?	Bring	it	along	to	the	meeting	and	see	if	another	
member	may	wish	to	buy	it.	
	
TOYS	
Its	time	to	start	thinking	about	toys	for	Country	Hope	and	the	John	Atkinson	Award	for	the	
best-turned	toy.	Toys	will	be	collected	at	the	August	meeting.	
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	 KOONUNG WOODTURNERS GUILD 
INC. 

Promoting Excellence and Fellowship in 
Woodturning 

Reg. No. A0033752T 
	

The Koonung Woodturner’s Guild meets at 9.00am 
on the fourth Saturday of each month at 109 

Koonung Road Blackburn North 3130	

If	unable	to	deliver	please	return	to	Richard	Jardine			15	Cunningham	St.	Box	Hill	3128	

Second Place Bowl up to 200mm Novice  
Rick Hillier 

Australian Woodturning Exhibition 2017 
	


